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Hyperlocal Marketing: Customer relevance 
drives deeper relationships and MROI 

THE HUMAN 
INSIGHTS

In a recent Nielsen study, consumers said one of the most important 
factor in driving a purchase decision is “authenticity of content” 

THE HARD 
TRUTH

Of the top Fortune 500 brands surveyed in 2017, majority said that 
+90% of their marketing spend goes to National brand messages 

THE 
OPPORTUNITY

Building stronger, deeper customer connections through local 
marketing is proven to drive share of wallet and frequency 



The Good News: Brands are shifting their 
approach and spend allocation  

Brands are shifting to “Glocal” – An approach that leverages a global unified strategy, but 
focusing on local human connections, partners, and creative messages



Q&Q
Insights

Insights

Tools

People

Research

• Tools: Elevate capabilities to help uncover 
deep consumer learnings

• Insights: Provide meaningful and 
actionable recommendations to clients

• Research: Conduct primary qual/quant 
research to help guide the strategy

• People: Elevate and hire the right talent 
to drive value for our clients 

The Journey: Selling in “Voice of the Consumer” 



The Process: Arriving at NetBase

THE NEED

THE SOCIALIZATION

THE SOLUTION

Our clients (McDonald’s and Toyota) expect that we are monitoring 
consumer response to promotions and current affairs  

Given the broader investment, we spent about 6 weeks socializing the 
need for social listening. We focused on driving actionable insights 

NetBase was an easy decision! The accuracy, the flexibility, the pricing, 
and the account service just to name a few 



Case Study: The Why Behind The What

The Situation: McDonald’s launched 
Fresh Beef in 14,000 restaurants in May 

Food/QSR consumption is the #1 category that consumers tell us needs to be hyperlocal  

The Challenge: Beyond sales performance, 
how do we measure customer response? 

• We created a monthly dashboards with a variety of KPI’s for 11 markets
• We monitored ethnic conversations, in each market 

The Result: We uncovered that African-Americans were talking about the promotion the most, we 
adjusted our creative and media buys to target this consumer. Units increased +35% above baseline 

Leveraging NetBase to unlock deeper consumer insights 



McDonald’s Hot Off the Grill: Dashboard
Heavy Media

Sustain Media Heavy Media

+500K impressions



Case Study: The Why Behind The What

The Situation: Toyota in the Bay Area was 
looking for a sports marketing sponsorships

The automotive industry is hyperlocal, consumers want relationships with their dealership

The Challenge: Who was the best team and/or 
celebrity endorsement to partner with?

• We conducted a sentiment analysis of top teams in the Bay Area along with their overall reach
• We layered in world cloud analysis to understand how consumers felt about local athletes  

The Result: We uncovered that the San Francisco Giants had the best engagement and positive 
sentiment AND Buster Posey yielded the highest brand association

Leveraging NetBase to unlock deeper consumer insights 



THANK YOU! 

QUESTIONS? 


